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By the end of this talk, you will 
have a practical roadmap on how 
to make a career change, if you 
want to.



Introduction

About Me -
Experience
Education
My Career Change

About You - Polling Questions
Age
Number of Career Transitions so Far
Next Transition
Emotions during a transition
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Inspiration from Sara Blakely
Founder of SPANX

Growing up in 
Florida

After College 
@ Disney 
World

Selling Fax 
Machines 

Door2Door
SPanx Idea

Growing by 
Knocking on 

doors

Persisistence
Passion
Belief
Confidence
Optimism

https://wondery.com/shows/how-i-built-this/episode/10386-spanx-sara-blakely/
https://youtu.be/wOVkf3ZkIr0
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1Start with 
the Why

2 Get Clear on 
the What

3

Determine 
what's it 
going to 
take

4Make an 
Action Plan

5 Track the 
Effort

6 Shift Your 
Brand

7 Enlist help of your 
close network

8Form a new network 
with the right People

8 Steps for a Successful 
Career Change



Frustrated

Start with the
WHY

Bored

No Plan

If you are...

and have...

Ask your self...

Why do I want 

this new Career?

Why will this 

make my life 

better?

What are the

downsides?
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Get Clear on the What
Leverage what you did before

Industry

New 
Competency

Old 
Competency 

/ skill

Existing 
Contacts

New 
Contacts

What is the new job look like?

What does it not look like?

Leveraging

Your Brand

Leverage 
Career 
Capital

For Me, I thought about what I am good 
at and what could I leverage.  Also 
thought about working on my own

--> Teaching, Consulting, Mentoring

Working in a specialty chemical company 
full time.
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What's it 
Gonna take

Here is where you are

And Here is where you are Going

Skills?
Are you lacking certain skills for your new role?
Do you need Certifications?

Resources?
Do you need additional resources?
Money?
Child Care? 
Family Support? 

Networking?
events, clubs, non- Profits, Industry Associations
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Make an Action Plan
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Outline your primary goal, timeline and milestones



Track the 
effort
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Idea To Do Doing Done

Contact 
Lehman 

College for 
Adjunct 

Teaching

Follow up 
from Sampe

Chapter 
Meeting

Teaching at
Fordham 
University

Sampe
Talk

Prepare 
presentation 

for SAMPE



Shift Your 
Brand

- Passions?

- Core Beliefs?

- Top strengths?

- Doer/Leader/ 

Both?

- What do others 

say about you?
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Evaluate what 
makes you stand out

Compare that to 
what you already 

have
Create a Schedule

+ What is your 

first impression 

of you?

- What's 

missing?  What 

can you add?

Mon - Make a short list of people you want to talk to

Tue - Reach out to someone on the list

Wed - Look for industry related articles & share one 

or do some customer listening

Thu - Update your list of online presence 

improvements

Fri - Work on one item from Thu

Make Sense of new 
target audience & 

Make your new brand 
obvious



Enlist the help of 
your close network

Who are your most trusted Contacts?
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Enlist their Help and be 
specific on how you need 

help

Former Boss

A Mentor

Trusted 
Colleague

A Good 
Customer or 

Supplier



Form a new network with the 
right people
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Get to know passionate & 
Successful people 

working within you new 
field of interest

Approach People by paying a 
compliment or noting something that 
they are doing that seems impressive

After building 
rapport, ask for a 
favor or a bit of 

their time
Implement their ideas, 

thank them, repeat



Survey yourself for 
your new direction:  
Mindset, Method, 
Motivation
Get an Executive Coach 
and/or Mentor
Use SMART Goals
Counteract being 
scared with small 
deliberate steps.  Start 
with what is possible.
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Are you ready to make a change?
Remember - Mindset, Method, Motivation

This is where we are starting FRom...
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Where was Sara Blakely when she got started?



Survey yourself for 
your new direction:  
Mindset, Method, 
Motivation
Get an Executive Coach 
and/or Mentor
Use SMART Goals
Counteract being 
scared with small 
deliberate steps.  Start 
with what is possible.
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SMART goal example for work
Specific: I will start a side business selling flowers.
Measurable: I’ll spend at least two hours a day planning 
and marketing my business.
Attainable: I used to sell vegetables from my garden, so 
now I’ll use my expertise to switch to flowers.
Relevant: I love growing flowers and sharing them with 
other people, and it would earn me extra money.
Time- bound: I’ll start working on my marketing plans and 
growing my flowers to be ready for sale by July 1st.

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
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Smart Goals

https://www.betterup.com/blog/side-hustle-ideas?hsLang=en


Survey yourself for 
your new direction:  
Mindset, Method, 
Motivation
Get an Executive Coach 
and/or Mentor
Use SMART Goals
Counteract being 
scared with small 
deliberate steps.  Start 
with what is possible.
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Article:  8 Steps to an Utterly Successful Career Change by Jenny Foss (The 
Muse)
Article:  The right way to make a big career change by Utkarsh Amitabh (HBR)
Book: A Beautiful Constraint:  How to transform your limitation into 
Advantages and why its everyone's business
Article: How to make a career Pivot (LinkedIn)

Podcast - How I built This by Guy Raz

SCORE - non for profit helping entrepreneurs start & Grow their 
business - Find a Mentor
ICF - International Coach Federation - find a certified coach
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